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REMINDER: Wearing masks, social distancing and washing your hands are important –
even after you’re vaccinated. It’ll take time to immunize enough people to stop the virus
from spreading, so mask up! To learn more, visit the Advocate Aurora Health COVID-19
Resource Center: www.aah.org/COVID-19
Do Runners Need to Strength Train to Improve?
A common belief amongst runners is that in order to be faster, you must simply run
more. While following a progressive running program is important, it’s just one piece of
the puzzle. Supplementing your running routine with strength training can help you get
to the next level.
Resistance training has been shown to improve running capacity, endurance and
efficiency while helping to reduce injuries. How will this make a difference? By adding
resistance training to your workout regimen, it will:
● Take longer for muscles to fatigue – giving you more endurance,
● Allow for a more efficient stride, and
● Allow your muscles to fire faster, resulting in quicker runs.
Strength Train at Home:
The following 15-minute body-weight strength routine can be easily incorporated into
your training plan from the convenience of your home. As with any exercise,
movements should be challenging with the last one or two reps feeling difficult, but able
to be accomplished without deviations in form or technique. These exercises should not
cause joint or muscle pain. If you have questions regarding technique or you do
experience pain, reach out to your local physical therapist or athletic trainer.
Circuit:
● Complete each of the five exercises for one circuit; repeat the circuit two to three
times.
● Rest two minutes between each circuit; you can use the rest period between
circuits to stretch.
● Repeat the full routine two to three times per week
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Split squat:
● 8-10x each leg
● Do not allow your knee to collapse inward.
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● Keep your core tight; don’t allow your upper chest to drop forward or slouch.
● Gently lean your trunk forward to enhance gluteal activation.
● Raise your back foot by placing it on a three to five inch elevated surface, trying
to keep weight primarily on front foot. A surface of any type in your home will
work.
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Side plank:
● 30-seconds on each side
● Modification: Keep knees on the floor and lift hips up from the ground.
● Keep body in straight line from head to feet.
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Single-leg bridge:
● 15x each leg
● Tighten abdominal and gluteal muscles before lifting.
● If this is felt in low back or hamstrings, recheck your abdominal tightness and
perform bridge with both feet on ground. Aim to feel the glutes and hamstrings
doing most of the work.
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Prone
Y:
● 15
repetitions
● Use a stability ball if available; lie down with the stability ball under your stomach
to support your body.
● If a stability ball is not available, hinge from the waist with knees slightly bent,
buttocks pushed back (as pictured).
● Reach your arms far from your body so that your elbows remain straight.
● Hold for one second in the extended reach position. You should feel the work in
the glutes and hamstrings. If you feel it in your back, recheck your abdominal
tightness. If you continue to feel your back working, stop this exercise.
● Return to starting position and repeat.
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Heel raise:
● 20x each leg, holding for one second at the top position.
● Stand by counter for balance, as needed.
● If you are unable to complete 20 reps on a single leg, perform with both legs.
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If running is causing you pain, Aurora Sports Health offers Free Injury
Evaluations. Easy to schedule, go to aurora.org/FreeInjuryEval or use
your phone to scan the QR code.
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